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This edited Promotion and Marketing Communications book is an original volume that presents
a collection of chapters authored by various researchers and edited by marketing
communication professionals. To survive in the competitive world, companies feel an urge to
achieve a competitive advantage by applying accurate marketing communication tactics.
Understanding marketing communication is an essential aspect for any field and any country.
Hence, in this volume there is the latest research about marketing communication under which
marketing strategies are delicately discussed. This book does not only contribute to the
marketing and marketing communication intellectuals but also serves different sector company
managerial positions and provides a guideline for people who want to attain a career in this
field, giving them a chance to acquire the knowledge regarding consumer behavior, public
relations, and digital marketing themes.
Reputation Management is a how-to guide for students and professionals, as well as CEOs
and other business leaders. It rests on the premise that reputation can be measured,
monitored, and managed. Organized by corporate communication units including media
relations, employee communication, government relations, and investor relations, the book
provides a field-tested guide to corporate reputation problems such as leaked memos, unfair
treatment by the press, and negative rumors, and focuses on practical solutions. Each chapter
is fleshed out with the real-world experience of the authors and contributors, who come from a
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wide range of professional corporate communication backgrounds. Updates to the third edition
include: Global content has been incorporated and expanded throughout the book, rather than
being restricted to only one chapter. Opening vignettes, examples, and case studies have
been updated in each chapter. Additional case studies and examples with an international
focus have been added.
The book helps HR practitioners understand corporate-level concepts and their relevance to
the key strategic agendas of organizations by drawing on a wide range of ideas from branding,
marketing, communications, public relations and reputation management. It then examines
how effective people management strategies and the role of HR specialist can contribute to
this corporate agenda. This contribution lies in four key areas: organizational communications
strategies, developing compelling employee value propositions and employer branding; HR
strategies, employer of choice policies and talent management; creating new forms of
psychological contracts and building stronger individual-organizational linkages through
employee identification, employee commitment and psychological ownership; and in
developing supportive employee behaviors. The book is based on a new model of the links
between HR, corporate reputation and branding, developed from an extensive review and
synthesis of different bodies of management literature. This model has been refined from
extensive case research and practical experience in building corporate reputations and brands.
Specially researched cases include Orange, Aegon, Scottish Enterprise, Hudson International,
BSkyB, Standard Life Investments and the Royal Bank of Scotland.
This unique book written by four world leaders in reputation research, presents the latest
cutting-edge thinking on organizational improvement. It covers media management, crisis
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management, the use of logos and other aspects of corporate identity, and argues the case for
reputation management as a way of overseeing long-term organizational strategy. It presents a
new approach to managing reputation, one that relies on surveying customers and employees
on their view of the corporate character and in harmonizing the values of both. This approach
has been trialled in a number of organizations and here the authors demonstrate how
improving reputation, merely by learning more about what a company is already doing, is worth
some five per cent sales growth. The book is a vital, up to date resource for specialists in
corporate communication, public relations, marketing, HRM, and business strategy as well as
for all senior management. Highly illustrated with over eighty diagrams and tables, it includes
up to the minute illustrative case studies and interviews with leading authorities in the field.
This lively book offers the first comprehensive examination of character assassination. In
modern politics as well as in historical times, character attacks abound. Words and images,
like psychological weapons, have sullied or destroyed numerous individual reputations. How
does character assassination "work" and when or why does it not? Are character attacks
getting worse in the age of social media? Why do many people fail when they are under
character attack? How should they prevent attacks and defend against them? Moving beyond
discussions about corporate reputation management and public relations canons, Character
Assassination and Reputation Management is designed to help understand, critically analyze,
and effectively defend against such attacks. Written by an international and interdisciplinary
team of experts, the book begins with a discussion of theoretical and applied features of the
"five pillars" of character assassination: (1) the attacker, (2) the target, (3) the media, (4) the
audience, and (5) the context. The remaining chapters present engaging in-depth discussions
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and case studies suitable for homework and class discussion. These cases include: Historic
figures Leaders from modern times Women in politics U.S. presidents World leaders Political
autocrats Democratic leaders Scientists Celebrities Featuring an extensive glossary of key
terms, critical thinking exercises, and summaries to encourage problem-based learning,
Character Assassination and Reputation Management will prove invaluable to the
undergraduate and postgraduate students in communication, political science, global affairs,
history, sociology, and psychology departments.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for
your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook
Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780521673761
This lively and engaging new book addresses a topical and important area of study. Helping
readers not only to understand, but also to apply, the most important theoretical notions on
identity, identification, reputation and corporate branding, it illustrates how communicating with
a company’s key audience depends upon all of the company’s internal and external
communication. The authors, leading experts in this field, provide students of corporate
communication with a research-based tool box to be used for effective corporate
communications and creating a positive reputation. Essentials of Corporate Communication
features original examples and vignettes, drawn from a variety of US, European and Asian
companies with a proven record of successful corporate communication, thus offering readers
best practice examples. Illustrations are drawn from such global companies as Virgin, IKEA,
INVE and Lego. Presenting the most up-to-date content available it is a must-read for all those
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studying and working in this field.
More important than ever--how to manage your online reputation In today's social world,
managing your online reputation is more critical than ever, whether it's your company brand or
yourself as a brand, and one thing is certain: everyone needs a plan. This essential book
shows you how to set up a system that works every day, helps forward your brand's online
goals, and is able to deal with negative chatter. Covering everyday listening and messaging as
well as reputation management for special events or crises, this book walks you through stepby-step instructions and tips that will help you build and maintain a positive online presence.
Shows you how to create a solid, productive online reputation management system Helps you
achieve your brand's goals and be ready to deal with negative chatter or crises Explains how to
set up an online reputation management and response team Covers how to identify and
incorporate both everyday and crisis SEO keywords Explores reputation creation through
listening, messages, images, video, and other media Helps you handle crises with social
media, bloggers, and other influencers, and respond immediately Online Reputation
Management For Dummies gives you the tools you need to maintain the online reputation you
want.

Why do some companies have a seemingly flawless reputation while others constantly
fight a losing battle? Maybe you've always kept social media at arm's length, but the
thought of a crisis unfolding online keeps you awake at night. Or you are aware you
should be giving clearer direction to your team in the area of reputation building, but
aren’t sure what to demand or what questions to ask. If so, then the Reputation
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Playbook is for you. The fundamental principles of reputation-building haven't changed
for decades, but the advent of social media means transparency around how a
business acts has. News, good or bad, now travels at internet speed, so to protect and
enhance its reputation a business needs to be prepared to respond in real time,
whether to customer interaction, news stories or operational errors. And as the leader
of your business, the reputation buck stops with you. Your team expects, and needs,
you to take the lead. You don't need to know the how when it comes to using social
media, but you do need to know why it is critical that it’s on your radar. So you won't
find instructions on how to use the various social media platforms in the Reputation
Playbook. You will find a lively and insightful examination of how social media affects
corporate reputation-building, filled with practical advice and punctuated with real-life
examples from the companies that are doing it right - and those that have got it wrong.
Jennifer Janson has gathered data and thoughts from the world’s leading thinkers on
corporate reputation and also provides a framework for evaluating and mitigating your
business' reputational risks. Most important, the Playbook tells you what questions to
ask of those around you to ensure your business is building a strong reputation, and
minimising the risk of reputational damage, long before a crisis arises. It is time to think
about how your business reputation is affected by social media. All you need to get you
started is the Reputation Playbook.
The issue of brand has overshadowed that of reputation. It has been fashionable to rePage 6/33
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brand, spend a lot of money on advertising and hope that you can leave your negative
baggage behind. This strategy doesn't always work, witness Monday or Consignia, both
victims of their 'infectious history'. Terry Hannington provides a blueprint for effectively
measuring and managing your reputation. That means understanding the difference
between brand and reputation, the significance of the latter and how you get your
reputation in the first place. This book shows you how to measure and understand
stakeholder influence via reputation assessment research techniques and, once you
have done that, how to build and manage a reputation management plan.
Reputation Management is an established how-to guide for students and professionals,
as well as CEOs and other business leaders. This fourth edition, fully updated
throughout and featuring notable contributions from some of the world's leaders in
public relations, corporate communication, business and academia, reflects leadingedge thought, practice and scholarship. It rests on the premise that reputation can be
measured, monitored, and managed. Organized by corporate communication units
including media relations, crisis communication, organizational communication,
government relations, and investor relations, the book provides a field-tested guide to
corporate reputation problems such as leaked memos, unfair treatment by the press, as
well as ways to optimize the reputation asset. The book focuses on practical solutions
and is embroidered by ethics. Each chapter is fleshed out with the real-world
experience cited by the authors and contributions from 36 leaders in the field, including
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The Arthur W. Page Society, the International Communications Consultancy
Organization, the PR Council, CVS Health, Edelman and Ketchum. Key updates to the
fourth edition include social media management techniques for the quickly evolving age
of digital media, and perspectives on reputation management in an era of globalization.
This book was the first book on reputation management and, now in its fourth edition, is
still a must have resource for students taking classes in Public Relations Management,
Corporate Communication, and Communication Management, as well as CEOs,
business leaders, and professionals working in these areas.
With the collapse of high-profile companies such as Enron and Tyco, worldwide antiglobalization protests, and recent revelations of questionable behavior by financial
groups and auditors, corporate behavior has become the highest priority topic for
businesspeople, investors, politicians and the public. Yet despite the critical importance
of maintaining public and shareholder trust, most corporations make very little formal
effort to actively manage the activities that can put their reputation, share price, and
customer base at risk. Most corporations officially embrace the concept of Corporate
Social Responsibility; but giving money away to local communities or worthy causes will
not prevent an ethical disaster. The problem is not social irresponsibility; the problem is
a lack of knowledge about what is taking place in the company or at its subcontractor
sites. What companies need to be thinking about is not a theoretical construct around
Corporate Social Responsibility, or how they can spin public opinion by charitable
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actions. They need to be thinking about how they can create a practical knowledge and
risk management framework in their company that allows them to avoid costly and
reputation-damaging behavior in the first place. Ultimately, this comes down to
knowledge management. Whether violations of human rights, employment law, or
environmental standards - or simply accounting shenanigans - invariably the reason
that these activities are not anticipated and avoided is simply that executives and board
members do not realize what is happening in the organization, and what the likely
implications of actions will be. And the larger the organization, the more extensive that
lack of knowledge. The good news is that developing a strategic approach to corporate
integrity is neither exceptionally expensive nor particularly difficult. The problem is that
companies that are already using sophisticated information technology and knowledge
management tools for gathering internal and external information have focused those
systems and practices almost exclusively on operational issues and increasing
productivity. But these same knowledge management techniques - built around
emerging ethical guidelines being developed by international standards groups - can be
used by companies to create an effective global policy for building and maintaining
corporate integrity. This means applying knowledge management techniques in three
important areas: * First, they need to mobilize key employee knowledge and the vast
amount of information available on potentially sensitive issues in a way that allows key
decision-makers to "sense and respond" quickly and correctly to developing risks. *
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Second, it means creating objective, scenario-based guidelines for ethical behavior,
communicating those guidelines using knowledge management techniques among key
organizational leaders, and providing a workable system of incentives for managers to
surface potentially dangerous issues. * Third, companies need to adopt emerging
guidelines such as AA1000 that provide for ethical procedures and performance
indicators that enable companies to audit and monitor their own behavior, and also to
provide shareholders and the buying public with an objective report on the company's
ethical performance. Much like ISO 9000, Six Sigma and other performance and
productivity and practice standards of the 1990s, these new global ethics standards will
inevitably become a baseline by which investors and customers judge a company's
potential for future growth and stability. High marks on auditable ethical performance
set against these guidelines will become an important way for companies to
differentiate themselves from their competition in the future. Developing a workable
program for corporate ethics will be one of the most important issues of this decade,
and will be "the next big thing" for large organizations. A drive toward standardized
reporting of corporate ethics practices was coming anyway; the recent public corporate
disasters will only encourage corporate executive teams to scramble to demonstrate to
customers and shareholders that their organization takes these issues seriously. This
book, therefore, will be a primer for business people and business students worldwide
who will shortly be tasked with devising or participating in those types of corporate
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integrity initiatives, and will explain how knowledge management is indispensable as a
tool for helping corporations to manage their risk and integrity policies. Through a
mixture of leading practice case studies and a clear framework, it will show how a
corporation can begin to combine leading practices in risk and knowledge management
with emerging international guidelines in order to develop and manage a program of
corporate integrity.
Promoting Nonprofit Organizations is a practical guide to developing and implementing
a strategic public relations program to enhance a nonprofit’s reputation. The ways in
which businesses – both for-profit and not-for-profit – communicate with customers has
changed dramatically in recent years. Coupled with economic uncertainty, nonprofits
have had to adopt a leaner operational mode, further underlining the need for
organizations to take advantage of all the promotion strategies available to them. This
book: Discusses why public relations and reputation management go hand-in-hand with
marketing efforts Offers a step-by-step guide to develop a public relations strategy
Considers the importance of nonprofit sustainable citizenship Provides tips for
reputation enhancement using a range of tools, such as social media and board
ambassadorship Guides the reader in developing a reputation approach to crisis
communication management Highly practical in its approach, this book is a great guide
for students in public relations and nonprofit management courses, as well as for
professionals seeking to enhance the success of their nonprofit organization.
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• ... release reputation bearers from the burden of being constantly mo- tored and
reduce the likelihood of government or public supervision and control. • ... strengthen
client trust, ease the recruitment and retention of capable employees and improve
access to capital markets or attract investors. • ... legitimate positions of power and
build up reserves of trust which - lowed companies and politicians – but also
researchers and journalists – to put their issues on the public agenda, present them
credibly and mould them in their own interests. But a fear of loss is not the only reason
for the steadily increasing - portance of reputation in corporate management today (or
more especially, in the minds of top management). Rather, the main reason is that
corporate reputation has shifted from being an unquantifiable ‘soft’ factor to a meurable indicator in the sense of management control. And it is a variable that is
obviously relevant to a company’s performance: recent studies by the European
Centre for Reputation Studies and the Ludwig-Maximilians- Universität of Munich
compared the stock market performance of a port- lio of the top 25% of reputation
leaders (based on regular reputation me- urements in the wider public) with that of the
German DAX 30 stock m- ket index. The results show that a portfolio consisting of
reputation leaders 1 outperformed the stock market index by up to 45% – and with less
risk. Fig. 1. Performance of ‘reputation portfolios’ vs.
Only 31% of people trust business leaders to tell the truth according to a survey
conducted by the Institute of Business Ethics. A damaged reputation can have severe
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knock-on effects on the bottom line, and most corporates value their reputations
accordingly. New Strategies For Reputation Management shows you how to take the
initiative and ensure your company's reputation can withstand the major crises and
unforeseen events which may try to engulf it. Author Andrew Griffin shows that
standard thinking on reputation management is often inadequate for today's information
age. With international case studies and hundreds of examples drawn from the author's
extensive experience in the field, New Strategies For Reputation Management will
demonstrate how you can deal effectively with unexpected crises, and what strategies
you should be implementing to build your company's good reputation at other times.
The Handbook offers a diverse set of scholarly perspectives on the nature of corporate
reputation: what it is, where it comes from, and how it may be managed to create and
protect corporate as well as societal value. Written and organized in an accessible way,
it assesses the current state of the field and provides guidance for future research.

It is widely assumed that a competitive political environment of public distrust and
critical media forces political parties to manage communications and reputations
strategically, but is this really true? Comprehensive control of communications in
a fast-moving political and media setting isoften upset by events outside the
communicator’s control, taking over the news agenda andchanging the political
narrative. Based on interviews with leading communicators and journalists, this
book explores the tensions between a planned, strategic communications
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approach and a reactive, tactical one. The interviewees, who over the past 15
years have been instrumental in presenting and shaping the public persona of
party leaders and Prime Ministers, include, amongst others, William Hague, Ian
Duncan-Smith, Michael Howard, David Cameron, Tony Blair and Gordon
Brown.It draws a unique picture of how political reputations are managed and,
ultimately, confirms the discrepancy between what political communications
management is thought to be, and how communications practitioners actually
operate. This book empirically reviews political communications practice in order
to analyse to what degree reality matches the concepts of strategic
communications management. This will be essential reading for researchers,
educators and advanced students in public relations, communications studies
and marketing.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780415801850 .
Corporate reputation is important in gaining long-term competitive advantage and
building company value. Thus, the author points out the need to manage
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reputation, which, due to its complex nature and multidimensional character, is a
serious and difficult challenge. The author develops a strategic model for family
business reputation management. The book presents the review, systematization
and synthesis of views on the notion of reputation and its role in building
company value, the determinants of reputation; the identification of the
characteristics and distinguishing factors of family businesses, areas of
reputation building and resources involved in family business reputation building
processes; and the description of determinants, components and processes in
the field of corporate reputation management, and the identification of key links
between them. It also identifies the key elements of the concept of family
business reputation management and the relationship between them and
practical recommendations for the use of reputation management concepts in
improving the functioning of family businesses. The developed model can
undoubtedly be seen as a pioneering contribution to research into the
competitiveness of enterprises. The book will therefore be useful to researchers,
students and managers who are interested in decision-making in family
businesses, entrepreneurship and small business management, and leadership
studies.
With the latest insights from the world of communication studies into the nature of
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corporate reputation, this new addition to Wiley-Blackwell’s series of handbooks
on communication and media reflects the growing visibility of large businesses’
ethical profiles, and tracks the benefits that positive public attitudes can bring.
Serves as the definitive research collection for a fast-growing field featuring
contributions by key international scholars Brings together state-of-the-art
communication studies insights on corporate reputation Identifies and addresses
the lacunae in the research literature Applies new theoretical frameworks to
corporate reputation
Increasing media scrutiny, global coverage and communication via the internet
means corporate reputation can be damaged quickly, and failing to successfully
address challenges to corporate reputation has consequences. Companies
generally suffer almost ten times the financial loss from damaged reputations
than from whatever fines may be imposed. According to Ernst & Young, the
investment community believes up to 50 per cent of a company's value is
intangible - based mostly on corporate reputation. So recognizing potential
threats, or anticipating risks, emerges as a critical organizational competence.
Organizations can regain lost reputations, but recovery takes a long time.
Corporate Reputation contains both academic content along with practical
contributions, developed by those serving as consultants or working in
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organizations in the area of corporate reputation and its management or
recovery. It covers: why corporate reputation matters, the increase in reputation
loss, threats to corporate reputation, monitoring reputation threats online and
offline, the key role of leadership in reputation recovery, and making corporate
reputation immune from threats. Any book that is going to do justice to a subject
that is so complex and intangible needs imagination, depth and range, and this is
exactly what the contributors bring with them.
Reputation is becoming an imperative business function that influences strategic
decisions including the direction of a business plan and how an organization
should be communicating with its stakeholders and publics. It is crucial for an
organization to measure public relations outputs and outcomes as well as
measuring established and developing relationships. Reputation Management
Techniques in Public Relations is a critical scholarly resource that examines
public relations strategies, such as employing media plans, determining
communication channels, setting objectives, choosing the right promotional
programs and message strategies, budgeting and assessing the overall
effectiveness of a company’s public relations strategy. Featuring coverage on a
broad range of topics, such as brand and customer communications, corporate
social responsibility, and leadership, this book is geared towards practitioners,
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professionals, and scholars seeking current research on reputation management.
What creates corporate reputations and how should organizations respond?
Corporate reputation is a growing research field in disciplines as diverse as
communication, management, marketing, industrial and organizational
psychology, and sociology. As a formal area of academic study, it is relatively
young with roots in the 1980s and the emergence of specialized reputation
rankings for industries, products/services, and performance dimensions and for
regions. Such rankings resulted in competition between organizations and the
alignment of organizational activities to qualify and improve standings in the
rankings. In addition, today’s changing stakeholder expectations, the growth of
advocacy, demand for more disclosures and greater transparency, and
globalized, mediatized environments create new challenges, pitfalls, and
opportunities for organizations. Successfully engaging, dealing with, and working
through reputational challenges requires an understanding of options and tools
for organizational decision-making and stakeholder engagement. For the first
time, the vast and important field of corporate reputation is explored in the format
of an encyclopedic reference. The SAGE Encyclopedia of Corporate Reputation
comprehensively overviews concepts and techniques for identifying, building,
measuring, monitoring, evaluating, maintaining, valuing, living up to and/or
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changing corporate reputations. Key features include: 300 signed entries are
organized in A-to-Z fashion in 2 volumes available in a choice of electronic or
print formats Entries conclude with Cross-References and Further Readings to
guide students to in-depth resources. Although organized A-to-Z, a thematic
“Reader’s Guide” in the front matter groups related entries by broad areas A
Chronology provides historical perspective on the development of corporate
reputation as a discrete field of study. A Resource Guide in the back matter lists
classic books, key journals, associations, websites, and selected degree
programs of relevance to corporate reputation. A General Bibliography will be
accompanied by visual maps noting the relationships between the various
disciplines touching upon corporate reputation studies. The work concludes with
a comprehensive Index, which—in the electronic version—combines with the
Reader’s Guide and Cross-References to provide thorough search-and-browse
capabilities
A favorable reputation is an asset of importance that no public sector entity can
afford to neglect because it gives power, autonomy, and access to critical
resources. However, reputations must be built, maintained, and protected. As a
result, public sector organizations in most OECD countries have increased their
capacity for managing reputation. This edited volume seeks to describe, explain,
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and critically analyze the significance of organizational reputation and reputation
management activities in the public sector. This book provides a comprehensive
first look at how reputation management and branding efforts in public
organizations play out, focusing on public agencies as formal organizations with
their own hierarchies, identities, and cultures – existing in a network of other
public organizations with similar or different functions, power, and reputation.
From this unique organizational perspective, the chapters in this volume examine
issues such as organizational identity, power, conflict, politics, culture, and
symbolism within the public sector. Paying specific attention to strategies and
processes, and illustrating with examples from the countries of Belgium,
Denmark, Norway, Ireland, Israel, Italy, and Sweden, the book deepens our
understanding of reputation management efforts at various levels of government.
Crisis, Issues and Reputation Management defines reputation, explores how to value it and
provides practical guidelines for effective reputation management, including how to approach
issues of Corporate Social Responsibility. Practical and accessible, it outlines a
comprehensive approach to managing situations that may turn into crises and handling crises
once they occur. Featuring a wide range of international case studies of brands who have had
to respond to a variety of crises including Nestle, Unilever, General Electric, McDonald's, Cocacola, Cadbury, Tesco, Pan Am, RBS and more, Crisis, Issues and Reputation Management
demonstrates how organizations have to understand and respond rapidly to shifting public
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values, rising expectations, demands for public consultation and increasingly intrusive news
media. As such, it provides a new and broader perspective on the topic for new and seasoned
practitioners alike.
Reputation ManagementThe Key to Successful Public Relations and Corporate
CommunicationRoutledge
The book aims to give senior executives and communications professionals a guide to the
importance of reputation (in terms of how positively or negatively an organisation is perceived
by stakeholders such as employees, customers and members of the media), and inspire their
thinking in managing reputation.
Praise For Corporate Reputation: 12 Steps to Safeguarding andRecovering Reputation "In a
sea of business books, Corporate Reputation is abeacon of light for all leaders and future
leaders looking fordirection in the treacherous waters of a volatile businessenvironment. It
delivers a message that's provocative, insightful,and needs to be heard." —Heidi Henkel
Sinclair, Director of Communications, Bill& Melinda Gates Foundation "Every CEO, senior
executive, and, increasingly, board membernow appreciates the importance of building and
protecting acompany's reputation. Anyone who depends upon or shapes a
company'sreputation—customers, employees, news media, NGOs, andbloggers—will benefit
from reading Dr. Gaines-Ross's book andwill learn more about the influence they wield over
corporatereputations." —Dr. Robert G. Eccles, Senior Lecturer, Harvard BusinessSchool "At a
time when companies are facing unprecedented reputationcrises comes a timely primer from
Dr. Gaines-Ross that tells uswhat companies need to do to bring their reputations back from
thebrink. The book's 12-step reputation recovery model captures whatwe know about effective
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crisis management, and brings the processto life with a host of detailed case examples. It's
right on themark!" —Dr. Charles Fombrun, CEO, Reputation Institute "Finally, a book that
clearly, realistically, and compellinglyexplains how companies of all types and sizes can protect
andrestore an invaluable company asset—corporate reputation.Brilliant insights and practical
solutions leap from each page! Adefinite must-read for business professionals everywhere."
—Anthony Sardella, CEO, Evolve24 and Adjunct Professor at theOlin School of Business,
Washington University in St. Louis
In modern politics as well as in historical times, character attacks abound. Words and images,
like symbolic and psychological weapons, have sullied or destroyed numerous reputations.
People mobilize significant material and psychological resources to defend themselves against
such attacks. How does character assassination "work," and when does it not? Why do many
targets fall so easily when they are under character attack? How can one prevent attacks and
defend against them? The Routledge Handbook of Character Assassination and Reputation
Management offers the first comprehensive examination of character assassination. Moving
beyond studying corporate reputation management and how public figures enact and maintain
their reputation, this lively volume offers a framework and cases to help understand, critically
analyze, and effectively defend against such attacks. Written by an international and
interdisciplinary team of experts, the book begins with a theoretical introduction and extensive
description of the "five pillars" of character assassination: (1) the attacker, (2) the target, (3) the
media, (4) the public, and (5) the context. The remaining chapters present engaging case
studies suitable for class discussion. These include: Roman emperors; Reformation
propaganda; the Founding Fathers; defamation in US politics; women politicians; autocratic
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regimes; European leaders; celebrities; nations; Internet campaigns. This handbook will prove
invaluable to undergraduate and postgraduate students in communication, political science,
history, sociology, and psychology departments. It will also help researchers become
independent, critical, and informed thinkers capable of avoiding the pressure and
manipulations of the media.
Strategic Reputation Management examines the ways in which organizations achieve
"goodness" through reputation, reputation management and reputation strategies. It presents a
contemporary model of strategic reputation management, helping organizations and
stakeholders to analyze the business environment as a communicative field of symbols and
meanings in which the organization is built or destroyed. Authors Pekka Aula and Saku
Mantere introduce the eight generic reputation strategies, through which organizations can
organize their stakeholder relationships in various ways. They illustrate their arguments using
real-world examples and studies, from the Finnish Ski Association to Philip Morris
International. This book serves as required reading in advanced courses covering public
relations practice, advanced topics in PR, corporate communication, management, and
marketing. Professionals working in PR, business, management and marketing will also find
much of interest in this volume.
A company owns its brand; the public owns its reputation. The words of communities,
customers, and critics can help or harm your business's standing with the public. While not all
crises can be avoided, your company's reputation can be managed with an empowering,
strategic framework designed to proactively maintain your image before disaster occurs. In
Critical Moments, corporate communications expert Bill Coletti reveals how you can build
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reputational excellence by meeting the needs and expectations of the public. He takes you
step-by- step through his Four A's--Awareness, Assessment, Authority, and Action--that will
help you develop your company's situational understanding, research agenda, operational
risks, and action plan to recover and grow your reputation. Missed customer expectations can
seriously damage a company. Bill Coletti provides a logical management framework for the
least manageable aspects of corporations.
Stuck for ideas, inspiration or just want to work differently? Management Extra brings all the
best management thinking together in one package. The books are practical and well
structured to provide an in depth treatment of these management topics. Titles in the series: *
Business Environment * Change Management * Development for High Performance * Effective
Communications * Financial Management * Information and Knowledge Management *
Leadership and Management in Organisations * Leading Teams * Making Sense of Data and
Information * Managing Markets and Customers * Managing for Results * Managing Health,
Safety and Working Environment * Managing Legal and Ethical Principles * Managing Yourself
* Positive Working Relationships * Project Management * Quality and Operations Management
* Reaching Your Goals Through Innovation * Recruitment and Selection * Reputation
Management The series fuses key theories and concepts with applied activities to help
managers examine how they work in practice. The books are created with individuals in mind.
They are designed to help you improve your management skills. Management Extra can also
be used in conjunction with management programmes of study aligned to standards. Each of
the books has case studies, self assessments and activities all underpinned by knowledge and
understanding of the frameworks and techniques required to improve performance.
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Management Extra provides managers and trainers with a handbook for action and
development. "You found it – what a find! A practical resource packed with all the relevant
theory and suggested activities to support your professional development. An essential
resource to have at your fingertips, jump in and enjoy." --Russell Jeans, Learning and
Development Manager, ntl "All the essential concepts are here, presented in an easily
digestible format with lots of up to date case studies and references – but, most importantly,
with plenty of thought provoking activities and self-diagnostic exercises to make the learning
personal and transferable." --Peter Manning, Head of Training & Development, News
International Newspapers Ltd

A veteran Wall Street Journal editor and authority on branding, marketing and
reputation provides the 18 crucial rules for companies to follow in developing and
protecting their reputation, which can be their most valuable asset or their worst
nightmare. A must read book for senior executives, consultants, advertising,
public relations, and marketing professionals. From Enron and WorldCom to the
Catholic Church and Major League Baseball, reputation crises have never been
more widespread. Now Ronald J. Alsop, a veteran Wall Street Journal authority
on branding and reputation management, explains the dangers—and gives
organizations the eighteen crucial laws to follow in developing and protecting
their reputations. Consider this example of a simple decision made by a lowranking employee: When rescue workers at the site of the World Trade Center
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disaster sought bottled water from a nearby Starbucks outlet, they complained
that an employee charged them for it. In a matter of hours, the Internet had
picked up the story and Starbucks' carefully cultivated worldwide reputation was
quickly besmirched. This is just one instance among many of how the business
world, ever more global and competitive, has become increasingly difficult to
navigate. Studies have demonstrated the powerful impact of reputation on profits
and stock prices, and yet less than half of all companies have a formal system for
measuring reputation. Clearly, companies in every industry—from Dow Chemical
to Disney to DaimlerChrystler—have much more to learn. It is still the rare
company that realizes the full value of its reputation: how corporate reputation
can enhance business in good times, become a protective halo in turbulent
times, and be destroyed in an instant by people at the lowest or highest levels of
the corporate ladder. Mr. Alsop provides eighteen thoroughly documented
lessons based on years of experience covering every aspect of corporate
reputation, with a clear distillation of the complex principles at the heart of a
reputation. He explains: • How to protect your reputation when the inevitable
crisis hits • How to cope with the many hazards in cyberspace • How to create a
reputation for vision and industry leadership • How to establish a culture of
ethical behavior • How to measure and monitor your ever-changing public image
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• How to make employees your reputation champions • How to decide when it's
time to change your name The result is a book that is important not only for
business executives, consultants, and advertising, public relations, and marketing
professionals but also for anyone eager to learn more about the companies they
work for, buy from, and invest in.
This book is open access under a CC BY-NC 3.0 IGO license. This book
comprehensively covers topics in knowledge management and competence in
strategy development, management techniques, collaboration mechanisms,
knowledge sharing and learning, as well as knowledge capture and storage.
Presented in accessible “chunks,” it includes more than 120 topics that are
essential to high-performance organizations. The extensive use of quotes by
respected experts juxtaposed with relevant research to counterpoint or lend
weight to key concepts; “cheat sheets” that simplify access and reference to
individual articles; as well as the grouping of many of these topics under
recurrent themes make this book unique. In addition, it provides scalable triedand-tested tools, method and approaches for improved organizational
effectiveness. The research included is particularly useful to knowledge workers
engaged in executive leadership; research, analysis and advice; and corporate
management and administration. It is a valuable resource for those working in the
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public, private and third sectors, both in industrialized and developing countries.
Reputation is a commercially valuable asset. This book focuses upon how
enhanced reputation can contribute to commercial asset management through
increased share price premium and competitive performance, while reputation
loss can significantly erode the ability of the business to successfully retain
market share, maximise shareholder value, raise finance, manage debt and
remain independent. It provides practical models and checklists designed to plan
reputation management and risk communication strategies.
Online reputation management, repair, and control for your personal name,
company, brand, product, and any searched phrase that is important to you or
your business. Control exactly what displays in the search engines for any name,
brand, or entity with a series of secret, battle-tested strategies used by the most
elite reputation management experts. Negative search engine results ruin
careers, impede business growth, complicate relationships, destroy employment
opportunities, and leave people feeling powerless, hopeless, frustrated, and
tormented by the radically ambiguous, seemingly impossible landscape of digital
search. This book gives back power and control to anyone seeking to influence
their online reputation in the search engines. Now you can permanently suppress
and eliminate negative items appearing on the first or second page of Google,
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Bing, or Yahoo. Most online reputation management services today do not
effectively eliminate negative search results. The reputation management
industry is cluttered with a lack of knowledge, experience, and integrity when it
comes to making promises. Heavily grounded in Google algorithm patent
research, over a decade of scientific testing, and measuring of results, the
methodologies provided have been proven to work in over 3,000 campaigns. This
book may be considered "disruptive", or "industry shaking", with guerrilla tactics
for market domination, brand hacking, and social manipulation. With this book,
you can: Remove any negative online content from search results, regardless of
type or industry. Position any web property at the top of any search engine.
Access 100% success rate strategies, campaign templates, tools, resources, and
processes. Steal the leading industry experts' most effective tactics for delivering
results to clients. Manipulate websites, social platforms, audiences, and search
engine algorithms. Master the playing field where reputations are derived and
repeatedly forged. Cleanse, repair, polish, and permanently dictate what appears
for any search phrase. Fortify a digital firewall preventing any old or new negative
content from appearing again. In-depth topics range from: Content removal
campaigns, positive review strategies, negative property suppression, branding,
rebranding, social media optimization, press releases & public relations.
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Combating bad news coverage, negative review sites, lawsuit documents, arrest
records, mug shots, scam and ripoff reports, competitor attacks, rogue bloggers,
fake profiles, and over 30 typical scenarios. Search engine positioning strategies
with action steps for leveraging dozens of websites, platforms, media types,
marketing mechanisms, and automation tools for making the process easy.
Publishing resources for mass distribution of content, press releases, blog posts,
articles, videos, images, presentations, audio files, podcasts, pdf documents, and
any type of Internet media. Enjoy an advanced approach to search engine
optimization explained in simple terms, the precise mechanics of SEO (search
engine optimization) ranking factors for all types of web properties and online
media, including everything how to create, optimize, publish, promote, and
monitor progress. Includes a thorough overview of SERP's (search engine results
pages), how SEO works, on-page vs off-page SEO, tactics for reputation asset
development, website optimization, profile creation, content marketing, linking
strategies, press release distribution, content and link building automation,
sourcing links from other websites, proven lists of sites to quickly acquire links
from, social media marketing, brand visibility, social authority, reputation
marketing, and so much more.
Reputation Management is an established how-to guide for students and
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professionals, as well as CEOs and other business leaders. This fourth edition is
updated throughout, including: new social media management techniques for the
evolving age of digital media, and perspectives on reputation management in an
era of globalization. The book is embroidered by ethics, and organized by
corporate communication units, such as media relations, issues management,
crisis communication, organizational communication, government relations, and
investor relations. Each chapter is fleshed out with the real-world experiences
cited by the authors and contributions from 36 leaders in the field, including The
Arthur W. Page Society, the International Communications Consultancy
Organization, the PR Council, CVS Health, Edelman and Ketchum. This was the
first book on reputation management and, now in its fourth edition, remains a
must-have reference for students taking classes in public relations management,
corporate communication, communication management, and business. CEOs,
business leaders, and professionals working in these areas find it a reliable
resource for measuring, monitoring and managing reputation.
This book revisits the concept of reputation, bringing it up to date with the era of
social media and demonstrating the significance of a good reputation for making
sustainable business. Using an easy-to-follow approach, the authors present all
key aspects business leaders should know about reputation in the age of the
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communication revolution and clearly demonstrate how a good reputation can be
a company’s permit to do business, its raison d’être and a guarantor of trust.
Reputation is the most complex asset of an organization. Despite the call for
consistent management of corporate reputation comprehensive approaches to
measure and steer a company' s reputation are still in their infancy. Reputation
management aims at creating a balance between stakeholder demands,
perceptions and corporate reality in order to foster behavior that helps a company
achieve its business goals. It needs to be based on thorough research and
requires orchestrated execution through management processes across
organizational units, communication disciplines, and countries. This calls for a
management system to establish a closed cycle of strategic planning,
implementation, performance measurement, and reporting. The book gives
answers to the following questions: What is reputation and which
conceptualizations do exist? What are the state-of-the-art methods and tools to
measure corporate reputation? What are best practice examples and future
trends in the field of corporate reputation management?
What is public relations? What do public relations professionals do? And what
are the theoretical underpinnings that drive the discipline? This handbook
provides an up-to-date overview of one of the most contested communication
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professions. The volume is structured to take readers on a journey to explore
both the profession and the discipline of public relations. It introduces key
concepts, models, and theories, as well as new theorizing efforts undertaken in
recent years. Bringing together scholars from various parts of the world and from
very different theoretical and disciplinary traditions, this handbook presents
readers with a great diversity of perspectives in the field.
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